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Contribution of electronic structure to the large thermoelectric power in layered cobalt oxides
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With a strong help of high-resolution photoemission spectroscopy we demonstrate in this paper that the large
thermoelectric power observed in the layered cobalt oxides, such as Ca3Co4O9 , Na0.6CoO2, and Bi2Sr2Co2O9,
can be well accounted for with the Boltzmann-type metallic electrical conduction. An intense peak with 1.5–2
eV in width was observed in the photoemission spectra with its center at 1.0 eV below the Fermi levelEF in
these compounds. The density of states atEF is finite but negligibly small at room temperature, becauseEF is
located near the high-energy edge of this narrow band. We calculated thermoelectric powerS using the
Boltzmann transport equation with the electronic structure nearEF determined by the photoemission measure-
ment. The calculatedS shows fairly good consistency with the measured value both in its magnitude and the
temperature dependence.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Layered cobalt oxides characterized by tw
dimensionally spanned CoO2 triangular-lattice consisting o
edge-shared CoO6 octahedrons have attracted a great dea
interest because of their possession of unusual elect
properties, such as superconductivity in water intercala
Na0.35CoO2,1 coherent-incoherent transition with varyin
temperature in Bi2Pb2Co2O9,2 and a large thermoelectri
power with metallic electrical conduction observed f
NaCoO2, Bi2Sr2Co2O9, Ca3Co4O9 @(Ca2CoO3)xCoO2,x
'0.62#, and Tl0.4(Sr0.9O)1.12CoO2.3–9 The large thermoelec
tric power and the metallic electrical conduction are es
cially important from the technological point of view be
cause the large thermoelectric powerS and the large
electrical conductivitys together with a low thermal con
ductivity k are necessary for the development of a pract
thermoelectric material that has been regarded as one o
key technologies of energy saving and environmental pro
tion.

Thermoelectric power as well as the electrical conduc
ity varies as a function of carrier concentration. These t
quantities, in general, have opposite behavior in their carr
concentration dependence; thermoelectric power incre
while electrical conductivity decreases with decreasing c
rier concentration.10 It has been widely believed, therefor
that there is an optimal carrier concentration of ab
1019 cm23 that provides the largest thermoelectrical figure
0163-1829/2004/69~12!/125410~9!/$22.50 69 1254
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merit Z5(S2s)/k. In this respect, doped semiconducto
have been frequently employed as thermoelectric dev
and their performance has been discussed in terms of
carrier concentration.10

Thermoelectric power in NaxCoO2 was reported to ex-
ceed 80mV/K at room temperature, even though its elect
cal resistivity is lower than 200mV cm at room
temperature.3,4 Other layered cobalt oxides also possess
large thermoelectric power exceeding 100mV/K at room
temperature while maintaining metallic electrical resistiv
less than 10 mV cm.5–9 This is surprising because two con
tradicting conditions, large thermoelectric power and sm
electrical resistivity, are simultaneously achieved in the
materials. In addition, these cobalt oxides show rather
thermal conductivity due most likely to the misfit structu
between the CoO2 layers and other layers, such as rocks
layers (Ca2CoO3 layers! in Ca3Co4O9 and Na layers in
NaxCoO2.11 A combination of a large thermoelectric powe
a large electrical conductivity, and a small thermal cond
tivity produces a large dimensionless figure of meritZT
50.87 at 973 K in Ca3Co4O9.9 Thus these layered coba
oxides have been regarded as one of the most promi
candidates for the practical thermoelectric material. Th
high-temperature stability is another advantage, particula
for the use at high temperatures, which further prompted
to utilize the cobalt oxides as a thermoelectric device at h
temperatures.

Koshibaeet al. proposed a theory to account for the po
©2004 The American Physical Society10-1
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FIG. 1. ~a! Co 2p-3d x-ray-absorption spec-
trum of Ca3Co4O9 measured at 20 K.~b! X-ray
photoemission spectroscopy~XPS! spectra mea-
sured with various incident photon energies fro
hn5771 eV to 780 eV at 20 K. Co 2p-3d reso-
nance takes place at energies larger thanhn
5775.5 eV.
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session of the large thermoelectric power in cobalt oxides
the basis of the Heikes formula.12,13 In their theory, Co 3d
electrons are not considered to have extended Bloch s
but to be rather localized, and degeneracy in the cobaltd
states plays an important role in enhancing the thermoe
tric power due to their large configurational entropy. Thou
their theory has been frequently employed to interpret
experimentally observed large thermoelectric power,8,14–16

the metallic electrical conduction always reminds us of
need to consider that the Boltzmann-type electrical cond
tion with extended Bloch states takes place in these laye
cobalt oxides, and that the electronic structure specific to
two-dimensional CoO2 triangular-lattice layer contributes t
a large thermoelectric power under the Boltzmann-ty
electron-transport mechanism. Notably Singh predicted
the basis of the LDA-LAPW calculation that the large the
moelectric power of 110mV/K at 300 K can be reproduce
from the metallic electronic structure.17

In the present study, electronic structure in theg-phase
Na0.6CoO2 ~abbreviated asg-NCO!,18 Bi2Sr2Co2O9 ~abbre-
viated as BSCO!, and Ca3Co4O9 ~abbreviated as CCO! is
investigated in detail using high-resolution ultraviolet pho
emission spectroscopy~UPS! and Co 2p-3d resonant photo-
emission spectroscopy~RPES!. The electron-transport prop
erties of both electrical conductivity and thermoelect
power for these layered cobalt oxides and their sample
pendence are discussed in terms of the measured elect
structure near the Fermi levelEF , and the specific electroni
structure responsible for the metallic electrical conduct
and the large thermoelectric power is experimentally inv
tigated. The temperature dependence of the thermoele
power S(T) was calculated from the measured electro
structure within the context of the Boltzmann transport eq
tion. We demonstrate that the large thermoelectric powe
the layered cobalt oxides can be well accounted for in te
of the Boltzmann-type metallic conduction in a narrow ba
specific to the two-dimensional CoO2 layers.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

High-quality single crystals were grown by the flu
method. The details of the sample preparation were repo
elsewhere.9,19,20 Bulk-sensitive Co 2p-3d RPES measure
12541
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ments with incident photon energies ofhn5775–780 eV
were performed in the beam line BL25SU at the third ge
eration 8 GeV synchrotron radiation facility SPring-
Hyogo, Japan. The energy resolution of the RPES meas
ments was better than 120 meV, which was defined as
energy width of the intensity reduction from 90% to 10%
the Fermi edge of the reference gold electrically contact
with the measured samples.

In order to investigate the electronic structure nearEF in
detail, HeIa UPS measurements with 20 meV energy re
lution were also performed at the Institute for Solid Sta
Physics, The University of Tokyo. We used Gammada
Scienta SES2002 hemispherical analyzer in both RPES
UPS measurements. The clean surfaces were obtaine
cleaving samples under the ultrahigh vacuum condition w
a base pressure better than 1310210 Torr. No significant
angle dependence was observed in both RPES and UPS
surements most likely because the cleaved surfaces
some roughness, which is large enough to smear the a
dependence of the photoelectron intensity.

III. RESULTS

The Co 2p-3d x-ray-absorption spectroscopy~XAS! data
of the CCO measured at 20 K is shown in Fig. 1~a!. Valence-
band photoemission signals were accumulated at 20 K u
different photon energies, which are marked with arrows
the XAS spectrum in Fig. 1~a!. The resulting photoemission
spectra are shown in Fig. 1~b!. The Co 2p-3d resonance
takes place at the incident energieshn>775 eV. We em-
ployed a slightly lower incident energy ofhn5778 eV than
the one providing the maximum intensity (hn5780 eV) for
the Co 2p-3d on-resonant measurements to avoid an infl
ence of undesirable Auger process. The photoemission in
sity even athn5778 eV is enhanced almost ten times larg
than that in the off-resonant one athn5771 eV.

Figures 2~a! and 2~b! show the Co 2p-3d on-resonant and
off-resonant photoemission spectra accumulated athn
5778 eV and 771 eV, respectively. The off-resonant spe
of all these compounds exhibit an intense peak at;1.0 eV
belowEF . We consider that the electronic states causing
intense peak are closely related with their possession bot
the large thermoelectric power and metallic conduction,
0-2
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causeEF is located near the high-energy end of this pe
However, this peak turned out to be less obvious in the
resonant spectra, though the intensity itself was increa
more than five times larger due to the Co 2p-3d resonance.
This means, thereby, that the band~s! lying in the energy
range fromEF to 2.0 eV belowEF consists both of the O 2p
and Co 3d components, and is dominated more by Op
component than by the Co 3d component. On the basis o
the LAPW-LDA band calculation, Singh reported that the C
3d-O 2p hybridization is weak in the NCO and the ban
crossing theEF were assigned as the Co 3d bands.17 Our
observation is certainly inconsistent with his LAPW-LD
band calculation. Recently, however, Asahiet al. calculated
the band structure of CCO by FLAPW method on the ba
of precisely determined atomic structure, and they predic
a presence of strong hybridization between Co 3d and O
2p.21 In their report, the bands nearEF consist of Co 3d-O
2p antibonding bands, and this accounts very well for o
present observations.

FIG. 2. ~a! Co 2p-3d on-resonant spectra of Ca3Co4O9 ~CCO!,
Bi2Sr2Co2O9 ~BSCO!, andg-Na0.6CoO2 (g-NCO! measured with
an incident energy ofhn5778 eV at 20 K. Three humps marke
with ~I!, ~II !, and ~III ! are observed in all spectra at 1 eV, 3.9 e
and 6.5 eV, respectively.~b! Off-resonant XPS spectra of CCO
g-NCO, and BSCO measured at 20 K. All spectra are character
by an intense peak centered at;1 eV. The Fermi level is located
near the high-energy edge of this peak.
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The on-resonant spectra of the BSCO show simila
with that of theg-NCO. Only the cobalt 3d component is
strongly enhanced in the RPES spectra and cobalt atoms
ist only in a site of the CoO2 layer both in the BSCO and
g-NCO. Therefore, it is natural to assume that the RP
spectra only reflect the electronic structure in the CoO2 layer.
The similarity in the RPES spectra between theg-NCO and
BSCO indicates that the electronic structure in the Co2
layer in both compounds is not greatly affected by the ad
cent layers unique to the respective ones.

Three humps are clearly observed at energies marked
~I! at E51.0, ~II ! at E53.9, and~III ! at E56.5 eV in the
on-resonant spectra of the BSCO andg-NCO. Those humps
are assigned as the bondingeg , bondingt2g , and antibond-
ing t2g bands from the cluster levels for the CoO6 tetrahe-
dron, as schematically illustrated in Figs. 3~a!–3~c!. The
width of the eg bands is naturally considered to be wid
than that of thet2g bands because of their larger transf
integral. The hump spreading over a wide energy range
3–8 eV can be safely assigned as the bondingeg bands.

The on-resonant RPES spectrum in the CCO is fairly d
ferent from those in the other compounds. This difference
the spectrum shape must be attributed to its possession o
extra cobalt site in the rocksalt (Ca2CoO3) layer.11 Since
CCO has the same CoO2 layer as that in the BSCO an
g-NCO and no significant difference in the electronic stru
ture of the CoO2 layer was observed between BSCO a
g-NCO, we assume here that the CoO2 layer in the CCO also
has essentially the same electronic structure as that in
NCO and BSCO.

On the basis of this assumption, we deduced the cobald
partial density of states in the rocksalt layer by subtract
the g-NCO’s Co 2p-3d on-resonant spectrum from th
CCO’s on-resonant spectrum. In this analysis, the energ
theg-NCO was shifted by 140 meV to higher energy so th
the peaks at 1 eV in both spectra coincide with each ot
The spectrum intensity was normalized such that the ratio
the integrated intensity of CCO to that ofg-NCO should be
equal to the ratio of Co atoms in all layers to those belong
to the CoO2 layer, i.e., 10 to 6.11

The spectrum deduced for the rocksalt layer in CCO
shown in Fig. 4. Three structures are clearly observed

ed
r

FIG. 3. Schematic illustration
of ~a! cluster levels in the CoO6
octahedron, ~b! the density of
states in the network of the CoO6

octahedrons, and~c! XPS spec-
trum expected to be observed fo
the network of the CoO6 octahe-
drons.
0-3
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TSUNEHIRO TAKEUCHI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 125410 ~2004!
sharp peak at 2.4 eV, a slightly broad one centered at 6.4
and a broad hump extending up to 12 eV. The symme
about the cobalt atom in the rocksalt layer gives rise to
t2g and eg bands in the same way as those in the Co2
layers. The sharp peak at;2.4 eV is assigned as the ant
bonding t2g bands and the peak at 6.4 eV mainly as t
bonding t2g bands. Widely extended bands over the ene
range 3,E,12 eV is regarded as the bondingeg bands.
Obviously the valence band in the rocksalt layer har
reaches the Fermi level. This result suggests that the met
electrical conduction in CCO arises only from the CoO2
layer rather than from the rocksalt layer.

The deduced Co 3d partial density of states in the rocksa
layer shows good consistency with the FLAPW bands ca
lated by Asahiet al.21 in the point that theeg bands are
spread over a wide energy range and the antibondingt2g
bands and bondingt2g bands lie at 2 and 6 eV, respectivel
However, their calculation shows that the widely spreadeg
bands in the rocksalt layer lies acrossEF while the Co 3d
partial density of states in our present analysis shows
intensity atEF . Since the widely extendedeg bands in the
FLAPW calculation provide only a very small density
states atEF , our rough assumption of the common electron
structure in the CoO2 layer among CCO, BSCO, andg-NCO
might cause this inconsistency. Although absence of
widely extendedeg bands atEF cannot be unambiguousl
proved, we decided to employ the electronic structure w
no eg bands nearEF in our analysis of thermoelectric powe
performed in the Discussion.

Co 2p-3d RPES spectra for BSCO,g-NCO, and CCO

FIG. 4. Co 2p-3d on-resonant spectra of Ca3Co4O9 ~CCO! and
g-Na0.6CoO2 after subtracting the background intensity. The sp
trum of theg-NCO was shifted by 240 meV towards higher bindin
energy, and its intensity was normalized such that the integr
intensity becomes 60% of that of the CCO. By considering NC
spectrum as that of the CoO2 layer in the CCO and subtracting
from that of CCO, we obtained a spectrum representing the rock
layer in the CCO.
12541
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suggest that the valence band in an energy range fromEF to
1 eV is dominated by the electronic structure in the Co2
layer. It is, therefore, very important to compare the ene
of the spectrum edge nearEF in the RPES spectra for thes
three compounds, because it reflects the carrier concentra
in the CoO2 layer. As shown in Fig. 5~a!, the high-energy
edge in the off-resonant spectrum of the CCO is located
the highest binding energy and that in theg-NCO shows the
lowest. This tendency is also confirmed with the energy
peak ~II ! in the on-resonant spectra; those are observe
3.9, 3.85, and 3.55 eV for theg-NCO, BSCO, and CCO,
respectively. These results suggest that the hole conce
tion in the CoO2 layer increases in the sequence ofg-NCO,
BSCO, and CCO.

The Fermi levelEF is located at the high-energy edge
the peak centered at about 1.0 eV in the off-resonant spe
for these three cobalt oxides. The metallic electrical cond
tion commonly observed in these layered cobalt oxides
be taken as the evidence for the possession of a finite de
of states atEF . We found that the off-resonant spectra
these three compounds shown in Fig. 5~b! possess a commo
slope atEF , which would reflect the presence of Fermi ed
broadened by the energy resolution of the measurement

In order to unambiguously confirm the presence of
Fermi edge in these layered cobalt oxides, we employed U
measurements of an energy resolution better than 20 m
Figures 6~a!–6~c! show the UPS spectra of the CCO, BSC
and g-NCO, respectively, measured with monochroma
HeIa at various temperatures. We observed that the den
of states at the Fermi level shows a finite value at ro
temperature in all compounds, though the Fermi edge

-

d
s

alt

FIG. 5. ~a! Off-resonant photoemission spectra of Ca3Co4O9

~CCO!, Bi2Sr2Co2O9 ~BSCO!, andg-Na0.6CoO2 measured at 20 K.
The leading edge of the 1 eV peak of CCO shows lowest bindi
energy, while that of theg-NCO stays at the highest. The spectra
the vicinity of EF are enlarged in~b!. Spectra of CCO and BSCO
are vertically shifted to clearly distinguish each spectrum. Horiz
tal dashed lines indicate background intensity atEF . A finite inten-
sity persists atEF in all compounds. All spectra show commo
slope atEF that would be caused by the energy resolution of
measurement~see slopes with thin dashed lines as a guide to e!.
Though its leading edge stays in the lowest binding-energy,
intensity atEF in CCO shows much smaller value than that in t
others. This shows good consistency with the highest electrica
sistivity of CCO among these three cobalt oxides.
0-4
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FIG. 6. UPS spectra nearEF

measured at 10, 59, 100, 200, an
300 K for ~a! Ca3Co4O9, ~b!
Bi2Sr2Co2O9, and ~c!
g-Na0.6CoO2. The temperature
dependence of electrical resistiv
ity of each compound is shown in
the insets.
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not clearly observed because of the large thermal broade
at room temperature. The Fermi edge in the UPS spectru
the BSCO andg-NCO, however, becomes evident with d
creasing temperature. On the other hand, the UPS spec
of the CCO possesses no clear Fermi edge even in low
peratures below 100 K. We found that the electrical resis
ity in these cobalt oxides can be well accounted for by
observed UPS spectrum. This will be discussed in the D
cussion.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Electrical resistivity

The electrical resistivity reported for these compounds
shown in the insets of Figs. 6~a!–6~c!.3,20,22,23 All com-
pounds show a metallic electrical resistivity less th
10 mV cm at room temperature with a positive temperat
coefficient, which is a typical behavior of the Boltzman
type electrical conduction. One may notice that the obser
UPS intensity near the Fermi edge is well consistent with
behavior of the electrical resistivity; electrical resistivity
the CCO rapidly increases below 100 K and apparently
verges at zero temperature,23 while the other two compound
exhibit a finite residual resistivity less than 8 mV cm.3,9 The
smallest electrical resistivity observed for theg-NCO is also
consistent with the possession of the largest intensity at
Fermi level among these three cobalt oxides.

It is very important to note that the Hall coefficient of th
CCO shows a large enhancement in its magnitude as we
its electrical resistivity below 100 K.7 The increase in the
Hall coefficient and electrical resistivity at low temperatur
in the CCO strongly indicates that the density of states atEF
gradually decreases with decreasing temperature below
K, and that an energy gap eventually opens acrossEF at a
temperature below 50 K. The density of states atEF was
indeed absent in the UPS spectra of CCO at 10 K, and
gap width in the CCO is estimated to be less than 20 meV
12541
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10 K. We strongly expect that the increase in the electri
resistivity with decreasing temperature in the CCO canno
fitted to an exponential-type equation to describe the ther
excitation of electrons across a rigid band gap, because
energy gap we observed in the UPS spectra is strongly t
perature dependent.

Though an increase in the electrical resistivity with d
creasing temperature was also observed for the BSCO be
50 K, as shown in the inset of Fig. 6~b!, a finite residual
resistivity and a clear Fermi edge in the UPS spectrum in
cate that the Boltzmann-type metallic conduction would p
sist in the BSCO down to the lowest temperature. Althou
the origin for the increase in the electrical resistivity at lo
temperatures in the BSCO is not well understood, we exp
that it would be caused by the reduction of the density
states with decreasing temperature in the same way as in
CCO.

Scaling theory24 suggested that the conduction electro
in one- or two-dimensional systems are more easily locali
than those in the three-dimensional systems. All samples
employed in this study actually have strong anisotropy in
structure and properties. Besides, the BSCO and CCO
known to have misfit between layers that must cause rand
potential scattering of conduction electrons. It is possible
consider, therefore, that the carrier localization due to
multiple elastic scattering is another candidate for the fac
of the increase in the electrical resistivity of CCO and BSC
with decreasing temperature below 50 K. Precise determ
tion of the temperature dependence of the electrical resis
ity @r(T)# is required to reveal whether carrier localizatio
takes place in these cobalt oxides. Since we have only
ited information aboutr(T), we decided to leave this carrie
localization problem without discussing in more detail.

Before ending this section, we should briefly comment
the origin of the energy-gap and -pseudogap formation
served in the CCO. Two possible mechanisms are consid
for the energy-gap development. Nesting of the Fermi s
0-5
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TSUNEHIRO TAKEUCHI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 125410 ~2004!
face is one of the candidates, because the spin-density w
~SDW! would be naturally caused by an energy gain ass
ated with a gap formation acrossEF as a consequence of
nesting of the Fermi surface~s!. The formation of SDW was
indeed observed by the muon spin-resonance measure
for layered cobalt oxides.22 The strong electron correlation
that is, the second candidate, has been also discussed
lation to the gap development. Theoretical studies on a tr
gular lattice in the presence of the strong correlation p
dicted the development of an energy gap acrossEF .25–27

Notably, a development of the SDW without the nesting
the Fermi surface~s! was also predicted in their studies. W
are now in progress with angle-resolved photoemission s
troscopy~ARPES! measurements on these cobalt oxides, a
the presence or the absence of the nesting will be cle
confirmed by the ARPES measurement.

B. Thermoelectric power

In this section, we concentrate on calculating the tempe
ture dependence of the thermoelectric power within the B
zmann transport mechanism by analyzing the electro
structure near the Fermi level deduced from the present U
measurements.

Thermoelectric power is expressed by using the form
as

S~T!5
1

eT

E
2`

`

s~«!~«2m!
] f ~«!

]«
d«

E
2`

`

s~«!
] f ~«!

]«
d«

, ~1!

wheres(«) represents the electrical conductivity at the e
ergy «.28,29 The numerator provides the total energy flo
carried by the conduction electrons, and the denomin
simply provides electrical conductivity multiplied by tem
perature and the charge of an electron. The product of
thermoelectric power and temperature can be, therefore,
derstood as a mean energy flow carried by a conduction e
tron. Note here that even though the integration in Eq.~1! is
calculated over a whole energy range, the energy deriva
of the Fermi-Dirac distribution function] f («)/]« plays as a
very narrow energy-window function, so that it allows us
ignore the integration in energy ranges more than a fewkBT
above and belowEF .

If the temperature is low enough to use the condition
] f («)/]«5d(«5EF), Eq. ~1! turns out to be the frequentl
employed formula of

S~T!5
p2k

B
T

3e F] ln s~«!

]« G
«5EF

. ~2!

Although Eq.~2! is commonly employed in many textbook
it does not provide the real temperature dependence e
cially whens(«) varies within an energy range of a fewkBT
centered atEF . The layered cobalt oxide we study in th
paper is a typical case withs(«) possessing a strong energ
dependence.
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By assuming~a! the Boltzmann-type metallic conductio
in a two-dimensional isotropic band,~b! an energy-
independent group velocityvG , and ~c! an energy-
independent relaxation timet in a narrow energy range
where] f («)/]« has finite value, Eq.~1! is now rewritten as

S~T!5
1

eT

E
2`

`

N~«!~«2m!
] f ~«!

]«
d«

E
2`

`

N~«!
] f ~«!

]«
d«

, ~3!

whereN(«) is the density of states at the energy«. As men-
tioned above, information aboutN(«) is needed only within
a narrow energy range of a fewkBT in width centered atEF
because of the presence of] f («)/]« in the integrand. Note
here that the density of states of our interest can be dedu
from the measured UPS spectrum at room temperature
dividing it by the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. It is als
worthwhile to mention that the measured UPS intensity
not equal to the density of states but is proportional to
Fortunately,N(«) appears in both numerator and denomin
tor, so that the proportional constant is canceled upon
insertion of the measured UPS intensity. It is also import
to recognize upon substitution of the UPS intensity forN(«)
that unfavorable energy-dependent background is neglig
small in the energy range close to the Fermi level. Thus o
the constant background was subtracted from the UPS s
tra.

We found that the calculated thermoelectric power
CCO obtained by inserting measured UPS intensity forN(«)
in Eq. ~3! is qualitatively consistent with the measured one
the sense that a large positive thermoelectric power wit
positive temperature coefficient was reproduced.30 Unfortu-
nately, however, the absolute value of the calculated ther
electric power was only half of the measured ones ove
whole temperature range.

We consider the difference between measured and ca
lated thermoelectric power to be most likely caused by
inappropriate assumption of the energy-independent gr
velocity. It is obvious from the RPES and UPS spectra t
EF is located at the band edge. In such a case, the gr
velocity must be strongly energy dependent; it decrea
with approaching the band edge and eventually beco
zero at the band edge. Thus an energy dependence o
group velocity is introduced in the present analysis to all
more quantitative discussion on the thermoelectric powe

If there is no significant variation in electronic effectiv
massm at the energy range in which the calculation is p
formed, the«2k dispersion near the high-energy band ed
can be described as

«5«max2
\2

2mx
~kx2kxo!

22
\2

2my
~ky2kyo!

2

2
\2

2mz
~kz2kzo!

2, ~4!

where (kxo ,kyo ,kzo) represents the wave vector at the hig
est energy«max in the band. A smaller electrical resistivity i
0-6
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the a,b planes than that along thec axis3,5 allows us to
employ the condition ofmx!mz and my!mz , so that the
dispersion along thez direction can be safely ignored. Th
electronic structure calculated forg-NCO by LDA-LAPW
method17 indeed shows a less dispersive«2k relation along
c axis than that in thea,b plane.

Under the assumption of isotropic electronic structure
the a,b plane, the group velocity is calculated as a functi
of energy by

v~«!5A2~«max2«!

mx
. ~5!

By substituting Eq.~5! into Eq.~1! and assuming the energy
independent relaxation timet, we obtained the following
formula to evaluate the thermoelectric power:

S~T!5
1

eT

E
2`

`

tv~«!2N~«!~«2m!
] f ~«!

]«
d«

E
2`

`

tv~«!2N~«!
] f ~«!

]«
d«

5
1

eT

E
2`

`

u«max2«uN~«!~«2m!
] f ~«!

]«
d«

E
2`

`

u«max2«uN~«!
] f ~«!

]«
d«

. ~6!

The effective mass is canceled in Eq.~6! and, hence, all we
need to know to calculateS(T) is the density of statesN(«)
over the energy range where] f («)/]« is finite. Thus the
angle integrated UPS spectra of the layered cobalt oxides
employed again forN(«) in Eq. ~6!.

The band structure of theg-NCO calculated by the LDA-
LAPW method indicated the presence of three different ho
like Fermi surfaces.17 Two of them are almost degenerate
and are much larger than that of the third one. By ignor
the contribution from the smaller Fermi surface and assu
ing a doubly degenerated Fermi surface in the Brillou
zone, we can obtain an«2k dispersion similar to that in ou
assumption described above. Note that no states exist fro
few hundred meV to;1.3 eV aboveEF in the LDA-LAPW
calculation.17 The contribution of the conduction bands 1
eV aboveEF can be ignored in the present calculations b
cause of negligibly small] f («)/]« in that energy range.

Figures 7~a1!–7~a3! show UPS spectra of the CCO
BSCO, andg-NCO measured at 300 K together with tho
divided by the Fermi-Dirac distribution function~UPS/FD
spectra!. The calculated thermoelectric power by inserti
UPS/FD spectra into Eq.~6! are shown in Figs. 7~b1!–7~b3!
together with the measured values. The calculated ther
electric power shows fairly good consistency with the m
sured one at a quantitative level, in sharp contrast to
much smaller value calculated with Eq.~3! shown with the
dotted line in Fig. 7~b1!.

Reliable information about the conduction band can
deduced up to;0.12 eV ('3kBT) in the UPS/FD spectra
One may wonder that the uncertain density of states in
conduction band above 0.12 eV would have crucial effec
12541
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enhancing or reducing the calculated thermoelectric pow
In order to know how the conduction band more than 0.1
aboveEF contributes to the thermoelectric power, we em
ployed three differentN(«) with different cutoff energies
(Ecut'0.12, 0.14, and 0.17! which correspond to the high
energy band edge, and calculated the thermoelectric po
of the BSCO with the deducedN(«). The resulting thermo-
electric power for each model shows essentially the sa
absolute value and temperature dependence. This result
cates that the density of states at energies more than 0.
aboveEF is of less importance for the evaluation of therm
electric power, and that our analysis on the basis of precis
determined UPS intensity is reliable. We conclude, therefo
that the large thermoelectric power observed in these laye
cobalt oxides can be explained within the framework of t
Boltzmann-type electrical conduction mechanism and
electrons in the narrow band with its band edge nearEF .

There still remains minor disagreement between the m
sured and calculated thermoelectric power. The disagreem
probably arose from the assumption about the constant e
tive mass we used in our present analysis. The«2k disper-
sion calculated from the LDA-LAPW method has less d
persive part near theG point just aboveEF .17 We expect that
if we could take into account this energy dependence of
electronic effective mass, the thermoelectric power of th
layered cobalt oxides evaluated from the experimentally
termined electronic structure would more precisely ag
with the observed one. Recently, ARPES measurements
Na0.6CoO2 and Na0.5CoO2 were performed and the«2k dis-
persion was revealed.31,32 A holelike cylindrical Fermi sur-
face centered at theG point was indeed observed as we a
sumed in our analysis. An energy variation from t
electronic mass similar to the prediction of the theoreti
calculation17 was also determined.31 We are now in progress
in the evaluation of the thermoelectric power using precis
determined«2k dispersion with the ARPES measuremen

Wang et al.16 reported that the spin entropy is likely th
source of the large thermoelectric power in NaxCo2O4 be-
cause a strong magnetic-field dependence of the thermo
tric power, which is not commonly observed in metall
compounds, was clearly observed in their experiment
sounds a very reasonable interpretation. However, it is a
possible to think that if the relaxation time of the conducti
electrons is determined by the strong electron correlation
if the system has strong asymmetric electron correlation s
as that in the high-TC superconductors,33 energy dependenc
of the quasiparticles’ lifetimet would be affected by the
presence of the external magnetic field due to the spiral
tion of the quasiparticles. If this is the case, a stro
magnetic-field dependence of the thermoelectric pow
would be observed and the combination of anisotropic e
tron correlation and anisotropic electronic structure wo
cause an anisotropic magnetic-field dependence of the t
moelectric power as those reported by Wanget al.16 The role
of the energy and momentum dependencies of the relaxa
time t will be revealed through the spectrum-shape analy
of our ARPES measurement now in progress.
0-7
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FIG. 7. UPS spectra at 300 K (1) and those divided by the Fermi-Dirac distribution function~UPS/FD spectra; with solid lines! after
being smoothed are shown in~a1!, ~a2!, and~a3! for Ca3Co4O9 ~CCO!, Bi2Sr2Co2O9 ~BSCO!, andg-Na0.6CoO2 (g-NCO!, respectively. The
density of states aboveEF is revealed in the UPS/FD spectra. The UPS/FD spectra were used asN(«) for the evaluation of thermoelectric
power. The deduced thermoelectric power are shown in~b1!, ~b2!, and ~b3! with the measured data. Since reliable information about
conduction band can only be deduced up to a fewkBT aboveEF in UPS/FD spectra, three differentN(«) are used for theg-NCO to calculate
its thermoelectric power. No significant difference in the thermoelectric power deduced from these three models was found, and
strongly supports the reliability of practical use of UPS spectra asN(«). Our preliminary analysis with Eq.~2! for the CCO are also
superimposed in~b1! with the dotted line. A positive temperature coefficient and large positive value of the thermoelectric power o
cobalt oxides can be better reproduced by analysis using Eq.~6!. Strong sample dependence of thermoelectric power was observed in B
It would be related with the localization tendency briefly commented in the Discussion.
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V. CONCLUSION

The valence-band structure of the layered cobalt oxid
g-phase Na0.6CoO2, Bi2Sr2Co2O9, and Ca3Co4O9, was de-
termined by combining the bulk-sensitive RPES and hi
resolution UPS measurements. The electronic structure
the Fermi levelEF is characterized by a narrow band of le
than 2 eV in width and byEF near its edge. By calculating
S(T) from the measured UPS spectrum in the context of
Boltzmann transport equation, we confirmed that this uniq
electronic structure is solely responsible for the coexiste
.A

o,
i,

12541
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-
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e
e
e

of the large thermoelectric power and the metallic electri
conduction in these layered cobalt oxides.
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